MINNESOTA'S GOLFING HERITAGE

INTERLACHEN COUNTRY CLUB

DOUG MAHAL
Golf Course Superintendent
Interlachen Country Club

The first steps in the realization of Interlachen began on November 16, 1909 when fifteen members of the Bryn Mawr Golf Club met in the Kauerhof restaurant to discuss the formation of a new golf club. Their meeting was the result of recent events at Bryn Mawr where real estate developments were encroaching on their playing ground. As one of the fifteen explained, "Every month they built a house somewhere on one of the holes and we had to change the course." After the initial meeting, six of the fifteen remained who felt a new club could and should be established. These men began a long search for the right location offering trees, water and rolling terrain. Eventually, three farms, totaling 146 acres were selected and the six men made up a pool of $1000 for the option. As history has it, one of the farmers demanded gold as payment for his parcel. Upon arrival at the farmhouse with the gold one evening, one of the six found the farmer unwilling to keep the gold in his home for fear of burglary. So, with shotgun in hand, the member-courier stayed up all night in the farmhouse until the banks opened up the next morning. Additions of 20 and 14 acres were later purchased and on December 31, 1909, the club was incorporated, the name Interlachen chosen and articles signed.

Work was begun on the grounds in March of 1910 and the clubhouse in November of that same year. The clubhouse and nine holes were formally opened on July 29, 1911. The course was designed by William Watson, a noted golf architect, and with the exception of a few minor changes, remains as originally built until 1919.

In 1914 Interlachen hosted the first of several major tournaments, the Western Open. This event was followed shortly in 1916 by the Trans-Mississippi tourney, won by Harry Legg, a leading amateur of that day. Due to changing times and ideas in the world of golf, in 1919 the club undertook a two-year program of rebuilding the course.

By 1930 Interlachen was ready for one of the severest tests of any golf course, the U.S. National Open. The contest made golf history that year, for Robert T. Jones, Jr. won the National Open with a score of 287 and completed his "Grand Slam" of golf. It attracted a greater audience than any National Open before that time and brought international recognition to the club.

In 1935 Interlachen was the scene of another memorable event, the Women's National Amateur Golf Championship. On this occasion, the club's own Patty Berg made a serious bid for the title, losing after a hard fight to the more experienced Glenna Collett Vare. Although only 17 at the time, Patty displayed an amazing ability and determination which has since
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won her many golf championships and the admiration of both her fellow golfers and the galleries.

In 1942 the National Open was again scheduled for Interlachen but the war intervened. Though handicapped with a decreased staff and membership, the club continued to operate. After the war, due to hardships caused by the depression, the clubhouse and course were greatly in need of remodeling and repair. Instead of offering only advice or criticism, members organized into teams and worked on the greens themselves. They cleaned up bunkers and dug out weeds, including a great deal of Poison Ivy. With the addition of more "greenkeepers", tees were rebuilt and greens resurfaced.

1986 will be the most recent of memorable years for Interlachen. The club will celebrate its 75th anniversary with a variety of club events and has the honor of hosting the 32nd U.S. Senior Amateur Championship in September.

Interlachen enjoys a long and rich local, national and international heritage, a fact particularly appreciated by its current membership, their guests and the club's employees.

RECORDS AND EQUIPMENT

by JOHN HARRIS
GOLF COURSE SUPERINTENDENT
LAFAYETTE COUNTRY CLUB

Capital equipment at any golf club is a must in order to provide cost effective maintenance and keep playing conditions at its peak throughout the season.

However, the mere mention of "new equipment" can send a Greens Committee into orbit. True, today's unit can rival your chairman's Porsche; but, with a few well loaded rounds of ammunition, clubs and their memberships can be educated on your needs.

I started by simply planting a few seeds or burrs under the necessary chairs throughout the '85 season. It was no surprise to anyone when I came up with a grocery list of horse choking quality.

I then compiled our records on our existing equipment. Each unit in our shop has a full record of repairs, maintenance and its costs. These costs of repairs were listed and totaled to reflect the percentage of cost on the original price tag. In your mind, you know they need replacing but, when you actually got it down on paper and found that some units exceed 30% of their original cost, I wonder how the budget ever survived.

I then took a close look at our budget figures in the areas of equipment rental, repairs and maintenance over a five year period. They had escalated at an average of 16% per year. With this in mind (more like infuriating my mind) I listed areas of the budget where we could save money...or, the "payback" on a new unit. They were given in either annual, five years, or ten years payback periods, depending on the life expectancy of the unit, and room for depreciation.

When I took this information to my superiors, it was easy to lay out all the cards on the table, as I had sound reasons for each and every unit. It also goes to say there is no replacement for good sound record keeping. All data collected was easily accessible and accurate.

At this writing the final seal of approval is yet to materialize. All preliminary indicators see this as just a formality. Even so, I have still got my fingers crossed, and plenty of spare keys to the tool box on hand.

R. L. GOULD GETS AWARD

The R. L. Gould & Company, St. Paul, Minnesota won a service award from Jacobsen Division of Textron Inc., for outstanding facilities and service of Jacobsen professional turf equipment. The award was presented February 1, 1986 at Jacobsen's Annual Distributor Awards Breakfast held in conjunction with the 57th Annual Turfgrass Conference and Show in San Francisco.

R. L. Gould and Company distributes and services Jacobsen professional turf equipment which is used to maintain golf courses, parks, cemeteries, schools, stadia and other large turf areas.